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ABSTRACT 

Media play an important role in young people’s lives as an agent of socialization, both generally 

and with regard to mathematics. To understand the mathematics-related messages disseminated 

to young people via popular media, we analyzed portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians 

in over 40 media examples (television shows, movies, websites, video games, and books). Notably, 

the selection of media was based on elementary students’ responses to a questionnaire about 

their media favourites, thus enabling an analysis of the messages to which students are exposed 

during typical media use. While there were differences in the portrayals across the media types, 

the messages disseminated consistently related to the invisibility of mathematics, narrow views of 

mathematics, and stereotypical portrayals of mathematicians. Such messages are problematic as 

they can influence young people’s views of mathematics and mathematicians, as well as of 

themselves as mathematics learners. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As society becomes increasingly media-saturated, media’s role in children’s lives has also increased 

(Roberts & Foehr, 2004). Dill (2013) claims that “media use is by far the most common way human beings 

spend our free time in the modern world” (p. 3). The amount of time that young people spend with mass media 

has increased over time (Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010). For instance, Canadian youth aged 12-17, on 

average, have 4 hours per day of screen time (Statistics Canada, 2019). Most communication scholars suggest 

that mass media is “equal in importance to most other socialization agents (e.g., parents, schools, churches)” 

(Roberts & Foehr, 2004, p. 2). Comstock and Scharrer (2005) argue that media’s powerful influence as a 

socialization agent is due to three interrelated reasons: 

First, the media have an unparalleled ability to disseminate information about the 

culture… Second, individuals typically spend a considerable amount of time attending to 

the narratives of the media. Third, there is discernible homogeneity in many of the media’s 

stories, which results in a degree of consistency in what individual audience members can 

learn about the social environment. (p. 243) 

Thus, media impact children’s views in all areas of their lives, including their views of mathematics and 

mathematicians.  

In this article, we respond to the need to examine influences on children’s attitudes towards mathematics, 

as several researchers (e.g., Chen et al., 2018; Lipnevich, Preckel, & Krumm, 2016) have shown that negative 
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attitudes toward mathematics are linked to decreased achievement and participation. Negative attitudes are 

related to the views of mathematics and mathematicians that people hold, and these views can be influenced 

by media representations (e.g., Lim & Ernest, 1998; Morge, 2006; Picker & Berry, 2000, 2001). Hence, we focus 

on the messages about mathematics and mathematicians disseminated via mass media to young people 

(Herein, “mathematicians” refers to both mathematicians and people depicted as being good at mathematics). 

As mentioned, media play a key socializing role in children’s lives, including with regard to children’s views of 

mathematics and mathematicians, so it is crucial to understand the messages to which children are exposed. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This study is framed by a feminist and social constructivist stance, with the construction of knowledge, 

including knowledge of and about mathematics, conceived of as culturally specific, historically situated, and 

gendered. We align with Cobb’s (1994) complementarist stance for social constructivism, in which 

(mathematical) learning is viewed as “both a process of active individual construction and a process of 

enculturation into the mathematical practices of the wider society” (p. 13). During learning, perturbations to 

individual cognitive schemas occur, as does the appropriation of sociocultural practices. With a view to the 

focus of this study, along with students constructing mathematical knowledge, students construct knowledge 

about mathematics and mathematicians (e.g., stereotypes, beliefs) as a result of these social interactions and 

cognitive shifts.  

Although multiple social interactions influence children’s cognitive shifts, our focus is on the media 

portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians that influence children’s views. We conceptualize the 

relationship between children and media as dynamic and reciprocal, with both acting as producers and 

consumers, depending on the interaction. Messages about mathematics and mathematicians are produced 

explicitly (e.g., a character saying, “Math is for nerds”) and/or implicitly (e.g., a lack of girls in a mathematics 

class) by media and disseminated to the viewer, who, as an active consumer, evaluates this information and 

either alters their existing schemas to include the new idea or discards it (Huntemann & Morgan, 2001). The 

conception of consumers as active participants aligns with active audience theory, where viewing is understood 

to be an “interpretative activity, taking place over time” (Wilson, 2009, p. 20, emphasis in original). Interacting 

with media is mediated by—and judged in relation to—prior experiences. Comstock and Scharrer (1999) 

suggest that viewers can “browse, momentarily ignore, assemble into a mosaic of contrasting bits, passively 

follow, attentively consume” (p. 61). Media do not have fixed, singular meanings, as they are interpreted 

through the lens of each viewer’s experiences and sociocultural ties. 

Some scholars envision children as a “special audience”: vulnerable, passive recipients who lack autonomy, 

as opposed to active audience members (Buckingham, 1993). However, when children are viewed as 

autonomous, active participants in constructing their own lives and identities, they are also understood to be 

active audience members and media users, rather than a homogeneous group in need of protection from 

“preying” media (Buckingham, 1993, 2000, 2003). We align with this second perspective, as we view children 

as active, autonomous participants when engaging with media. 

Nonetheless, media often replicate and reflect the ideas held by society at large (Lemish, 2007; Marshall, 

2004). With respect to mathematicians, media representations—which are often stereotypical—hold 

particular strength due to most people’s lack of “real life” experience with mathematicians. Since people often 

lack alternative ideas about mathematicians, stereotypes presented by the media are less likely to be 

challenged and are thus perpetuated (O’Sullivan, Hartley, Saunders, Montgomery, & Fiske, 1994). Similarly, 

most people’s conceptions of mathematics come from their experiences learning mathematics in school 

(Furinghetti, 1993; Lim & Ernest, 2000). School mathematics is narrow in scope and often taught procedurally; 

thus, experiencing such mathematics does not provide students with an understanding of the breadth, beauty, 

and diversity of mathematics (Boaler, 2008). Concerningly, “the adult’s image of mathematics is conditioned 

(unfortunately, usually in a negative direction) by the school experience of the individual in a more radical 

way than happens with other subjects” (Furinghetti, 1993, p. 37). Examining portrayals of mathematics and 

mathematicians to which students are exposed through the media is crucial as these portrayals have a 

profound influence on students’ beliefs about what mathematics is and who can do mathematics. 

Conceptions of Mathematics and Mathematicians 

Important to this article is the definition of mathematics and, subsequently, mathematicians. Mathematics 

is a complex topic on which scholars, philosophers, educators, and others hold varying—and sometimes 
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contradictory—viewpoints (Ernest, 1991). Hence, defining mathematics is a challenge that is often avoided, 

even in publications focused on that topic, as discussed by Khait (2005). For instance, in popular books on the 

subject (e.g., Crilly, 2011; Levy, 2013), mathematics is often defined as a broad, complex field comprised of 

various sub-fields, such as algebra and geometry. Another common definition of mathematics is “the science 

of patterns” (Darling, 2007, p. 199). In other books (e.g., Pickover, 2009), mathematics’ beauty and utility are 

discussed without a clear definition being provided. 

Mathematics is often conflated with school mathematics, as the latter comprises most people’s exposure to 

(what they consider to be) mathematics. Unfortunately, school mathematics is often “an impoverished version 

of the subject and it bears little resemblance to the mathematics of life or work or even the mathematics in 

which mathematicians engage” (Boaler, 2008, pp. 15-16). In contrast to the narrow view of mathematics—

dehumanized, decontextualized rules and procedures—presented in (many) schools, we see mathematics as 

Hersh (1997) suggests: “a human activity, a social phenomenon, part of human culture, historically evolved, 

and intelligible only in a social context” (p. xi). In alignment with this stance and with our broader social 

constructivist perspective, we envision mathematics as a human activity that exists throughout all aspects of 

life, well beyond school settings, encompassing a wide variety of applied and theoretical topics. 

We recognize that the mathematics that is done and that is valued is culture-specific and subject to power 

dynamics related to gender, race, and other social factors (Bishop, 1990; Burton, 1995; Gutiérrez, 2018). 

Mathematics is a subject that holds particular cultural power and capital (Gutiérrez, 2018). As Ernest (1998) 

notes, “a widespread public image of mathematics is that it is difficult, cold, abstract, theoretical, ultra-

rational, but important and largely masculine” (p. 449). Hence, those who are seen as “math people”—

mathematicians or simply those viewed as good at mathematics—are viewed with reverence, as the select few 

with competence in what is depicted as a difficult field. Consistent with our theoretical stance, in examining 

the media sources for portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians, we looked for examples of mathematics 

in both school and non-school settings, done by people of a variety of ages, genders, and cultural backgrounds. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Although there is a wealth of research from the past several decades regarding popular media portrayals 

and people’s images of scientists (e.g., Chambers, 1983; Long et al., 2010; Weingart, Muhl, & Pansegrau, 2003), 

little research exists regarding popular media portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians. One of the 

earliest publications on this topic was Furinghetti’s (1993) examination of the descriptions and presentations 

of mathematics and mathematicians in various publications (e.g., biographies) and films. She found that 

mathematics was typically presented in negative, stereotypical ways, such as being boring and devoid of 

creativity. Additionally, mathematics teachers were depicted as being cold, and mathematics and femininity 

were portrayed as being incongruous. 

A notable, more recent study on the topic was conducted by Mendick and colleagues (Epstein, Mendick, & 

Moreau, 2010; Mendick, Epstein, & Moreau, 2007; Mendick, Moreau, & Hollingworth, 2008), who investigated 

how popular media influenced people’s relationships with mathematics. Based on questionnaire responses 

from U.K. high school and university students, the researchers analyzed popular culture portrayals of 

mathematics and mathematicians. When asked to list two examples of mathematics and/or mathematicians 

in popular culture, one quarter of participants could not do so, hinting at the invisibility of mathematics in 

popular media. Within the examples analyzed, the findings were mixed: Mathematics was depicted as being 

aesthetically beautiful or utilitarian, as well as being depicted in reductive ways.  

In this and other studies (e.g., Schoffer, 2002), researchers have found that mathematicians in popular 

media are typically depicted as men who are geniuses, naturally gifted with extraordinary mathematics 

abilities, reinforcing the notion that mathematics is only for a select few individuals. These men are often 

portrayed in negative, stereotyped ways, such as having mental illnesses (Goff & Greenwald, 2007; Mendick, 

2004; Schoffer, 2002) and/or being socially inept (Epstein et al., 2010; Morge, 2006). An obsession with 

mathematics is often depicted as the cause of these issues. Women mathematicians are typically not portrayed 

thusly, but, in line with societal norms and stereotypes about gender and power, their roles are often 

minimized, as they are shown in supporting roles (e.g., student), rather than being a lead mathematician 

(Mendick et al., 2008; Schoffer, 2002). Regarding the few examples of conventionally attractive, 

mathematically talented girls and women in their analysis, Mendick et al. (2008) raised concerns about “the 

dramatised tensions between feminine heterosexuality and mathematics and the hyper-attractiveness of these 
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characters” (p. 12). The characters appeared to have been made hyper-feminine to compensate for being a 

mathematician (i.e., masculine), a troubling finding. 

More recently, Darragh (2017) analyzed young adult (YA) novels for portrayals of girls as mathematics 

learners. Although primary characters were more likely to be portrayed as good than bad at mathematics, 

stereotypes about girls and mathematics were common in the portrayals of secondary characters. Most 

primary characters were stereotypical in other aspects: White, able-bodied, conventionally attractive, middle- 

to upper-class, and heterosexual. Darragh noted that “if a girl is also a member of an additional marginalized 

group, able mathematics learner scripts do not exist for them in these novels” (p. 235), a concerning finding. 

Varied representation (and thus role-modelling) is needed to help all young people to feel that they have a 

place in mathematics. Darragh (2018) also explored portrayals of school mathematics and mathematics 

teachers, which were depicted in negative, stereotyped ways: school mathematics as difficult and awful, 

mathematics classes as places of tension, and mathematics teachers as unkind, strange, and/or incompetent. 

Beyond primary media sources, ideas about mathematics and mathematicians are present in 

supplementary media, such as newspaper (Evans, Tsatsaroni, & Czarnecka, 2014) and magazine 

advertisements (Hall, 2020). In both studies, very few advertisements were mathematical, reflective of 

mathematics’ invisibility in popular culture. Most mathematics shown was simplistic or nonsensical. There 

was a higher incidence of mathematical advertisements in publications targeted at men (Evans et al., 2014; 

Hall, 2020), and negative messages about mathematics were portrayed in advertisements for products 

targeted at girls and women (Hall, 2020). Stereotypes about mathematics (e.g., difficult, boring) were also 

common (Hall, 2020). 

To summarize, there is scarce research on popular media portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians, 

but the findings are consistent: Mathematics is typically portrayed as a difficult subject area that is only 

accessible to a select few, who are depicted in gendered and negative ways. These findings are problematic 

because students’ conceptions of mathematics as a subject are influenced by media portrayals—particularly 

regarding mathematicians, as students typically lack real-world exposure to them (Picker & Berry, 2000, 2001; 

Rock & Shaw, 2000). Even when people recognize that their ideas are clichés, they typically lack alternative 

conceptions, as was the case in Mendick and colleagues’ research, as nearly all participants saw 

mathematicians as elderly, middle class, White men, “positions of power and ones that draw on some common 

popular culture tropes of obsessiveness, geekiness, madness and social awkwardness” (Mendick et al., 2007, 

p. 19). Similarly, in Morge’s (2006) research with U.S. university students, even though participants claimed, 

as 80% did, that popular media did not influence their views of mathematics, there was evidence to the 

contrary. Morge proposed that this disconnect existed because participants “separated the mathematics they 

did at school from the mathematics they saw on television” (p. 203). Both Morge and Mendick and colleagues 

suggested that this divide can be bridged by bringing popular media examples into mathematics class to be 

discussed and unpacked. In so doing, stereotypical images from popular media can be countered, which may 

also challenge the disidentification from mathematics that can result. 

The aforementioned studies involved media with known examples of mathematical portrayals, which may 

limit the claims that can be made. That is, although the participants listed mathematical media examples, it 

does not mean that they have viewed the examples or frequently access media with such messages. In our 

study, we used a targeted method of data collection, where the media analyzed were drawn from students’ 

questionnaire responses about media that they use regularly. Our research is also novel due to the age of the 

participants—Grade 4 (ages 9-10) and Grade 8 (ages 13-14)—which is younger than the participants in the 

aforementioned studies, and an age when identities (including mathematical identities) are developing and 

precarious (Klimstra, Hale, Raaijmakers, Branje, & Meeus, 2010; Meeus, van de Schoot, Keijsers, Schwartz, 

& Branje, 2010). Negative attitudes toward mathematics increase in the pre-/early teenage years, and are 

more pronounced for girls (Chouinard & Roy, 2008; Ma & Cartwright, 2003); hence, we selected pre-teen and 

young teenage students as participants to enable comparisons during this time of (mathematical) identity 

development. 

METHODOLOGY 

The findings reported here are a part of a larger research project (Hall, 2013) conducted in Ontario, Canada 

in which elementary students’ views of and experiences with mathematics and mathematicians, and the ways 

that their views may be influenced by parents’ and teachers’ views, as well as popular media portrayals, were 

investigated. Grade 4 and 8 students took part in (1) online questionnaires about their views of and 
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experiences with mathematics and mathematicians, as well as their media habits; (2) drawings of 

mathematicians with written explanations; and (3) focus group interviews with media prompts. Parents and 

teachers of Grade 4 and 8 students participated in individual interviews about their views of and experiences 

with mathematics, mathematicians, and the media. 

Here, we address the following research question: What images of mathematics and mathematicians exist 

in a child’s world, as produced by media portrayals? We analyzed frequently used children’s media1, according 

to the student participants’ responses to the online questionnaire, to present a discussion of the portrayals of 

mathematics and mathematicians in the media that students consume regularly. 

Online Questionnaire: Media Data 

A list of “top” children’s media was compiled from responses to an online questionnaire in which 156 Grade 

4 and 8 students from 18 schools in Ontario took part. The participants were well balanced by gender (54.5% 

girls and 45.5% boys) and grade level (49.4% Grade 4 and 50.6% Grade 8 students). In the questionnaire, 

participants were asked about their use of five media types (television shows, movies, websites, video games, 

and reading materials). For each media type, participants submitted their three top choices by typing their 

responses into text boxes. 

After reviewing the responses, Hall generated a list of titles for each media type and coded each student’s 

typed responses using these titles. Once the coding was completed, a summary table for each media type was 

created to indicate the number of students with each title in one of their top three choices. Then, the sum of 

the #1 to #3 choices for each title was calculated, and the sums were ordered from greatest to least. This 

process was completed for nine groups (herein referred to as gender/grade groups): all participants, girls, boys, 

Grade 4 students, Grade 8 students, Grade 4 girls, Grade 4 boys, Grade 8 girls, and Grade 8 boys2. From these 

summary tables, an overall “top choices” list was compiled by taking the top three titles from each of the nine 

groups. 

Creation of Top Choices List 

Once the top choices list was compiled, it became clear that several top choices had been selected by only 

a few participants. The questions were open-ended, so participants could list anything. Since we wanted to 

analyze the most popular children’s media, we decided that the selections must be listed by at least 20% of the 

participants in each gender/grade group, as this percentage was indicative of a sufficiently large portion of the 

participants having viewed the top choice. However, with this cut-off, no movies or reading materials would 

have been retained. For these media types, we included the top choice in each gender/grade group, as long as 

the top choice was chosen by at least 10% of the participants. This procedure was also applied to a few 

gender/grade groups for the other media types in which no titles met the cut-off. 

This process resulted in the final list of media that were considered for analysis (See Table 1, where the 

top choices are listed by media type, arranged in descending order by overall ranking). If a selection ranked 

in the top three choices for a gender/grade group, the ranking of each title is shown. In the right-hand column, 

the number of titles (e.g., an episode of a television show) selected for analysis is shown. To select each title, 

Hall read summaries online to determine if there was any indication of mathematical content (e.g., school 

setting, treasure hunt); if so, the title was selected for analysis. Additional searches (on Google and YouTube, 

where relevant) were conducted, using the terms “[title] AND math,” in order to ensure that relevant examples 

were not missed. Since two of the television series (The Big Bang Theory and Phineas and Ferb) often focused 

on mathematics and/or science, we included two particularly mathematics-focused episodes from each series. 

In total, 42 titles were analyzed for portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians. 

 
1 We use the term “children’s media” to refer to media that were watched/used by the children in the study; these may or 

may not be media that are intended for children. Indeed, children’s preference for adult programming over children’s 

programming tends to occur at age eight (Roberts & Foehr, 2004). 
2 Although we view gender as a performative social construct that occurs on a spectrum (Butler, 1990, 1999), binary gender 

categories (i.e., girls and boys) were used to reflect the binary world, particularly school settings, in which the study’s 

participants are growing up. 
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 Analysis 

In alignment with our conception of what mathematics is and who mathematicians are, we categorized 

media examples as being mathematical in a broad sense. That is, we selected examples that featured 

mathematical content from a wide variety of content areas, from basic content like numbers and lengths to 

more complex content like infinite sums and trigonometry. We included examples from school and non-school 

settings, as well as mathematics that was done by people from diverse backgrounds (age, gender, ethnicity, 

etc.). 

The television shows and movies were viewed while using a protocol to summarize the events and to take 

detailed notes on any mathematics-related references. Relevant sections were transcribed verbatim to allow 

for further analyses, in which the focus was on portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians, in all aspects 

(e.g., appearance, interactions). For a series from which more than one title was selected, comparisons were 

drawn across the episodes/movies, in order to look for common themes. 

For the websites, where available, descriptions were first read on Wikipedia. Then, each website was 

examined for mathematics-related references and, where possible, by doing a search for the term “math.” If a 

mathematics-related reference was a game or interactive activity, where possible (i.e., without a paid 

subscription), the game or activity would be played. Like the other media types, trends in the mathematics-

related references within each website and across the four websites were examined. 

Table 1. Top Media Choices, Ranked by Grade and Gender Groups 
 Grade 4 Grade 8 Number 

Analyzed  Girls Boys Girls Boys 

Television Shows     14 

The Suite Life on Deck #1 #1 – – 1 

Wizards of Waverly Place #2 – – – 0 

iCarly #3 #3 – – 0 

Glee – – #1 – 1 

Hannah Montana #3 – – – 0 

SpongeBob SquarePants – #2 – – 1 

The Big Bang Theory – – – #2 2 

Family Guy – – – #1 4 

Pretty Little Liars – – #2 – 0 

Phineas and Ferb – #3 – – 2 

The Suite Life of Zack & Cody* – – – – 3 

Movies/Movie Series     5 

Harry Potter (all/unspecified) [8 movies] #1 #2 #1 – 4 

The Hangover – – #2 #1 1 

Star Wars (all/unspecified) [6 movies] – #1 – – 0 

Websites     4* 

YouTube – #2 #1 #1 0 

Google – – #2 #3 0 

Miniclip #2 #1 – #3 1 

Facebook – – #3 #2 0 

Webkinz #1 – – – 1 

Club Penguin – #2 – – 1 

Family Channel #2 – – – 1 

Video Games     6 

Mario Kart #2 #3 #1 – 1 

Call of Duty: Black Ops – – #3 #1 1 

Super Mario Bros. #1 #1 – – 1 

NHL 11 – – – #2 1 

Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 – – – #2 1 

Lego Batman – #1 – – 1 

Reading Materials     13 

Diary of a Wimpy Kid (all/unspecified) [5 books] #3 #1 – – 1 

Harry Potter (all/unspecified) [7 books] – #2 #2 – 4 

The Hunger Games (all/unspecified) [3 books] – – #1 #2 2 

Geronimo Stilton (all/unspecified) [49 books] #1 – – – 6 

Lockdown – – – #1 0 

Notes: The Suite Life on Deck is a spin-off from The Suite Life of Zack & Cody, so we included the latter series as well, 

resulting in 11 television series that were examined. Although there were seven websites in the top choices, YouTube, 

Facebook, and Google did not have any specific content to examine, so they were not analyzed. 
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Information about the video games was obtained through a questionnaire completed by a convenience 

sample and through observations of game play. The questionnaire was sent to 480 acquaintances, which 

resulted in 45 completed questionnaires. Participants were asked to identify for each game (a) what 

mathematics content it contained and (b) what mathematics skills were needed to play the game. These 

responses were analyzed using emergent coding, with codes created and applied after reviewing all of the 

responses. Hall also observed four acquaintances, each playing at least one game, making observational notes 

and asking questions to determine the mathematics content in the game and the mathematical skills needed 

to play the game. 

The books were read and detailed notes taken about any mathematics-related references, both in the text 

and illustrations (if applicable). Analysis was completed in a similar manner to that of the movies and 

television shows. An example of coding is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Example of Coding: Book 

Book Quotation Mathematics Codes Mathematician Codes 

Geronimo 

Stilton: Lost 

Treasure of the 

Emerald Eye 

(Dami, 2004b) 

“First I determined our position, using the 

astrolabe. Then I checked it with a 

triangulation… and worked out the 

logarithm…” “ASTROLAMP? 

STRANGULATION? CONGARHYTHM?” 

snorted Trap. “Do you mind speaking 

English? I hate it when you use such big 

words!” (p. 78) 

• Irrelevant (‘not 

English’) 

• Errors (‘Logarithm’ 

does not make 

sense in this 

situation) 

• Highly intelligent (Trap 

can’t understand) 

• Gendered (Thea, 

Geronimo’s sister, is the 

one doing the 

calculations) 

 

Once analysis of each media type was completed, comparisons were drawn across the five media types. 

These comparisons helped us to determine if mathematics and mathematicians were being portrayed in 

different ways in the different types of media. We considered themes that pertained to mathematics and 

themes that pertained to mathematicians separately. Although there was some overlap, we felt that it was 

important to separate the portrayal of mathematics itself, as a discipline, from the portrayal of those who do 

mathematics (well). 

FINDINGS 

In the following sections, findings are presented in terms of the themes that arose during the analysis of 

the media sources (14 television show episodes, five movies, four websites, six video games, and 13 books). 

Four themes about portrayals of mathematics are discussed, and then four themes about portrayals of 

mathematicians are discussed. 

Not every theme involved all media types. No messages or stereotypes about mathematics or 

mathematicians were found on the websites or in the video games. Thus, the discussion of these media sources 

is limited to the type and amount of mathematical content shown. In the three other media sources, 

stereotypes and messages about mathematics and/or mathematicians were present. Thus, the examples for 

those themes are drawn from these three sources. 

Portrayals of Mathematics 

Here, we discuss four themes regarding the portrayals of mathematics: (1) lack of mathematical examples, 

(2) mathematical errors, (3) narrow depictions of mathematics, and (4) mathematics, particularly school 

mathematics, depicted as irrelevant. In each section, we provide a few detailed examples, as well as discuss 

general trends. 

Lack of mathematical examples 

In the 42 titles analyzed, there was little mathematical content, and when it was present, it was often 

incidental. This lack—in frequency and depth—of mathematics-related references may suggest to consumers 

of these media that mathematics is not important in “real life” (i.e., life outside of mathematics class), a theme 

that will be explored later.  

In the books particularly, the mathematical content was often incidental. For example, in the Geronimo 

Stilton books (early chapter books about a cartoon mouse), mathematical examples included the time of day, 

dates, and measurements in a recipe. Similarly, in the Harry Potter books (YA novels about the titular boy 

wizard and his friends), incidental mathematical examples included numbers of items, relative sizes, and 

measurements. More detailed mathematical examples involved wizard money; Quidditch, a wizard sport; 
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house points; and Platform 9 and 3/4, the magical platform that Harry and his classmates use to board the 

train to school. 

Concerning, however, was the decrease in the mathematical content between the Harry Potter books and 

movies, with the movies having less content, even when the book was short and the movie was long, as in 

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (~200-page book vs. 2.5-hour-long movie). Hence, the decrease of 

mathematical content cannot simply be attributed to fitting the book’s content into the movie’s timeframe. In 

some cases, the mathematical content was simplified; in other cases, mathematical topics were removed 

altogether. Problematically, some longer examples (e.g., a logic puzzle in Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 

Stone) were not included in the movies, which means that the breadth and depth of mathematics to which 

movie viewers are exposed is far less than that to which readers are exposed. Consequently, Harry Potter 

movie viewers may receive the message that mathematics is a narrow field that is not overly applicable to real 

life, whereas Harry Potter readers would be exposed to a broader view of mathematics. 

In the websites and video games, mathematics was also not a focus. Two websites were virtual worlds that 

focused on financial mathematics (which will be discussed later), whereas the other two websites lacked 

mathematical content. Only two mathematics-focused games were found amongst the hundreds of games on 

the Miniclip website. Both focused on arithmetic and privileged speed. Regarding the video games, 17.9% to 

33.3% of the questionnaire participants (depending on the game) indicated that there was no mathematical 

content. Similarly, many participants (11.1% to 57.1%, depending on the game) indicated that no 

mathematical skills were needed to play the games. From researcher observations, it was noted that in all 

games, most of the screen is devoted to gameplay, with few statistics/scores/maps shown. The volunteers stated 

that they pay little attention to these details when playing, but that they are aware of the spatial skills 

required in the games (e.g., jumping, shooting). Like the incidental mathematics in the books, video game 

players may not notice the mathematical aspects of the games, as they are not the focus. 

Mathematical errors 

Several mathematical errors were found, particularly in the television shows and in the books’ 

illustrations. Scholarly and popular media authors (e.g., Lane, 2017; Paulos, 1995; Ufford, 2011) have also 

noted the prevalence of errors in mathematical content in popular media. Surprising here was the low levels 

of mathematics (i.e., early to mid-elementary school level) in which the errors were often found. For instance, 

in an episode (A Night of Neglect, Season 2, Episode 17, 2011) of Glee, a television show about a high school 

glee club, an incorrect equation was provided for a simple cost calculation (x items at y price = z total). 

Errors in basic mathematics were also found in the Geronimo Stilton book series, especially in the 

illustrations, as shown in Figure 1. 

Although the time is written correctly in words and the Roman numerals are drawn correctly, the lines 

between the numerals are erroneous: There is only one line between the numerals, but there should be two 

(e.g., to represent “I” and “II” between “XII” and “III”). Learning to tell time on an analogue clock is a curricular 

expectation for elementary students, as well as a basic life skill; hence, such an error by an adult illustrator 

is problematic. There were also errors in illustrations in other Geronimo Stilton books (e.g., nonsensical scales 

on maps). 

 
Figure 1. Image of a clock from The Curse of the Cheese Pyramid (Dami, 2004a, p. 2) 
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Beyond the mathematical errors, there were also examples of “math-like” content in Family Guy, an adult 

cartoon that focuses on a dysfunctional family, and The Hangover, a movie about the adventures of three men 

the day after a bachelor party. In one Family Guy episode (When You Wish Upon a Weinstein, Season 3, 

Episode 22, 2003), the teenage son asks for directions at a gas station. The attendant tells him: 

Now, what you gotta do is go down the road past the old Johnston place, and you’re gonna 

find two roads: one parallel [holds fingers parallel] and one perpendicular [holds fingers 

perpendicular]. Now, keep going until you come to a highway that bisects it at a 45 degree 

angle. Solve for x. 

The only accurate mathematical content is the physical representation of parallel and perpendicular lines; 

the rest of the directions simply sound “mathematical.” Similarly, in The Hangover, nonsensical and/or 

unrelated mathematical content is present during a scene about card counting in which images of difficult-

looking (and unrelated, such as trigonometric functions) equations swirl around a character’s head. Such 

examples make mathematics seem complicated and mysterious, only accessible to a select few. 

A notable exception to the trend of mathematical errors in the media was The Big Bang Theory, a television 

show focused on four men who are scientists. This show often features high-level mathematics and/or science. 

For example, in The Bus Pants Utilization (Season 4, Episode 12, 2011), the men create an app that recognizes 

and solves handwritten differential equations. Several equations are shown, all of which are valid, 

mathematically sound, and written using standard conventions. References are also made to other valid, 

suitable mathematical processes and equations (e.g., Fourier analysis). A particle physicist from UCLA is 

employed on The Big Bang Theory to ensure the accuracy of the mathematical and scientific content (Heyman, 

2008), which is quite unusual amongst media analyzed. 

Throughout the data, errors were found in simple mathematical content. Such low-level errors hint at 

innumeracy (Paulos, 1988) in the adult population, and may confuse children who are beginning to form an 

understanding of these concepts. Nonsensical “math-like” content is also problematic as mathematics is 

depicted as a confusing, mysterious subject that is only accessible to a select few people and is impenetrable 

by the average viewer. 

Narrow depictions of mathematics 

When mathematics was present, it usually fell into one of two categories: financial mathematics or simple 

arithmetic/numbers. With regard to the former, examples were particularly prevalent in the Club Penguin 

and Webkinz websites, virtual worlds where players use avatars to interact with other users, earning and 

spending virtual money through virtual activities. These sites have been criticized for encouraging 

consumerism in children (Lazarowitz, 2007). However, others suggest that these sites contribute to children’s 

financial mathematics skills (MMOBomb, 2018). Other than calculating the amount needed to purchase an 

item, there is little mathematical content. Hence, exposure to these sites may lead students to equate 

mathematics and money. A focus on financial mathematics was also seen in Harry Potter (wizard money), Glee 

(fundraising), and The Suite Life of Zack & Cody (beating the cash register). 

Mathematics was also portrayed as being merely numbers/basic arithmetic, with those who were portrayed 

as good at mathematics being able to perform rapid calculations in their heads (as will be discussed later). A 

focus on numbers/basic arithmetic also occurred in the video games: Scores and statistics were reported by at 

least 40% of the questionnaire participants for each video game as the primary mathematics content. Although 

scores and statistics are on the screen during game play, the volunteers said that they pay little attention to 

this information. One counter-example came from Mario Kart: At the end of each race, players’ rankings and 

points are shown. The volunteers highlighted the importance of tracking point totals to determine the 

possibility of winning the game, requiring mental calculations. 

The only significant exception to the focus on numbers/arithmetic and financial mathematics was the focus 

on probability in the Hunger Games book series. These YA novels take place in a post-apocalyptic nation where 

a totalitarian regime annually holds the Hunger Games, in which one boy and one girl, ages 12 to 18, from 

each district are selected to participate. In The Hunger Games (Collins, 2008), the selection process is 

described, highlighting the probability therein. The number of times that a person’s name is entered into the 

draw increases linearly with age (12-year-olds have one entry, 13-year-olds have two entries, etc.). Thus, the 

older the person, the higher the chance that their name will be drawn. The number of entries can increase in 

exchange for a year’s supply of oil and grain, making the process unfair, since some districts are poorer than 
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others. Notably, the signature phrase of the Hunger Games, “May the odds be ever in your favour” (p. 19, 

emphasis in original), relates to the probabilistic nature of the event. 

Mathematics as irrelevant 

Mathematics was frequently portrayed as being irrelevant to the “real world” and of little interest to most 

people. For instance, in the two Suite Life series and in Phineas and Ferb, characters who are portrayed as 

being good at mathematics are depicted as unable to cope with “practical” subject areas, like wood shop. In an 

episode of The Suite Life of Zack and Cody (Books and Birdhouses, Season 2, Episode 9, 2006), Cody attempts 

to enrol in advanced calculus, but the class is cancelled when only he shows up, thus suggesting a lack of 

interest by the others. Similarly, in The Big Bang Theory episode mentioned earlier (The Bus Pants Utilization, 

Season 4, Episode 12, 2011), the app that solves differential equations is described as having a target market 

of only “70 or 80 guys.” This is both a gendered assumption and an underestimation: Differential equations 

are commonly studied in university mathematics programs, so there could be thousands of people (of all 

genders) who might use the app. 

Mathematics was also portrayed as irrelevant through depictions of school mathematics. For instance, in 

Family Guy, the stereotypical travel-oriented word problem was parodied, suggesting that such questions lack 

relevance. In Mr. Griffin Goes to Washington (Season 3, Episode 3, 2001), the father tries to persuade the 

mother that their children should skip school to attend a baseball game, by claiming, “There’s nothing these 

kids learn in school they can’t learn on the street.” In a cut-away scene, two men are shown on the street, with 

one asking the other where their friend, Louie, is. The second man answers, “Well, you tell me. Louie left his 

house at 2:15 and had to travel a distance of 6.2 miles at a rate of five miles per hour. What time will Louie 

arrive?” The first man replies that it depends if Louie stops to see a woman. The second man pats the first 

man’s head and explains, “That’s what we call a variable.” The problem is solvable, and the example of a 

“variable,” although meant to be amusing, is relatively accurate. This example is a parody of such word 

problems, but it inadvertently shows the usefulness of mathematics. 

Portrayals of Mathematicians 

Four common depictions of mathematicians emerged from our analysis: (1) highly intelligent/human 

calculator, (2) nerdy3, (3) gendered, and (4) racialized. 

Highly intelligent/Human calculator 

A common portrayal of mathematicians was of their being highly intelligent and/or “human calculators,” 

reinforcing the notion that mathematics is difficult and mystifying, only accessible by a select few. These ideas 

were present in books, movies, and television shows, such as The Big Bang Theory, Phineas and Ferb, The 

Hangover, and the Harry Potter series, where characters who are good at mathematics were shown as 

extraordinarily intelligent and able to do difficult mental calculations.  

Often, “math is hard” was a message explicitly stated by characters other than the mathematician. For 

instance, in the book Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, arithmancy, a subject about the magical 

properties of numbers (VanderArk & Kimsey, 2018), is discussed. Hermione, who is depicted as quite 

intelligent and studious, is taking this subject, but Harry is not. Upon seeing her work, Harry comments, 

“Arithmancy looks terrible.” Hermione responds: “Oh, no, it’s wonderful! . . . It’s my favourite subject!” 

(Rowling, 1999, p. 185). In another example from the Harry Potter books, Hermione solves a logic puzzle, 

without any explanation of how the solution “comes” to her. She claps her hands and says, “Got it” (Rowling, 

1997, p. 207), a stereotypical portrayal of how mathematicians solve problems without any effort. Similarly, 

in one of the Geronimo Stilton books, Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye (Dami, 2004b), when Thea, Geronimo’s 

sister, describes how she located their position using mathematical and scientific processes, another character 

responds, “Do you mind speaking English? I hate it when you use such big words!” (p. 78). 

Many of the other media analyzed also situate two characters, one portrayed as very intelligent and good 

at mathematics, but not necessarily able to relate to others or solve practical problems, whereas the other 

character may be portrayed as popular, social, and good at “practical” tasks or other subject areas, but often 

 
3 The terms “nerds,” “geeks,” and “dorks” are often used interchangeably, but the terms are not synonyms (See Vazquez, 

n.d.; Wong, 2008). Here, “nerd” is the most suitable term, as it encapsulates the key features of being academically focused 

and socially inept, as well as interested in such topics as Star Wars/Trek, chess, and LARPing. 
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confused by mathematics. As such, mathematics is portrayed as being only accessible to a select few “math 

people.” 

Nerdy 

Mathematicians were often portrayed as socially inept nerds. Interestingly, such depictions were limited 

to boys and men (The gendered nature of the portrayals is discussed next). A key example of this depiction is 

The Big Bang Theory, where the four men (all scientists) are portrayed as stereotypical nerds who are socially 

awkward, unappealing as romantic partners, and interested in nerdy pursuits (e.g., science fiction, comic 

books). In both episodes analyzed (The Alien Parasite Hypothesis, Season 4, Episode 10, 2010 and The Bus 

Pants Utilization, Season 4, Episode 12, 2011), situations arose in which mathematics was depicted as being 

a topic that is too boring for social conversation and a turn-off for women. 

Examples of nerds were also seen in the children’s television shows, such as the Suite Life series. For 

instance, in Phineas and Ferb, a Disney cartoon, Baljeet loves and excels at mathematics, focuses on grades, 

and likes to follow rules. He is also referred to as a nerd by some characters. In a Christmas special (A Very 

Perry Christmas, 2010), Baljeet writes a letter to Santa Claus that reads: “First and foremost, I want to thank 

you for the Math Games for Nerds books which have kept me company on many a lonely night.” Hence, 

mathematics is depicted as a nerdy pursuit, and Baljeet is depicted as lacking in terms of his social calendar. 

Such portrayals of those who are good at mathematics may further serve to make mathematics unappealing, 

particularly to young people the age of the study’s participants, who are going through a targeted period of 

identity formation. 

Gendered portrayals 

The gendered portrayals of mathematicians were situated within a broader media landscape that features 

more boys/men than girls/women, as well as stereotypical gendered portrayals. For instance, several of the 

video games featured no girls or women as characters; they were only non-playable bystanders or not present 

at all. Girls and women were typically presented in stereotypical ways, such as the playable characters in 

Mario Kart who are highly feminized (e.g., princesses, wearing dresses), with vehicles that are more “delicate” 

than those driven by the boys/men in the game. Additionally, the Miniclip website featured a “Games for Girls” 

section (although no parallel section for boys, interestingly), with stereotypical themes such as relationships 

and language. 

Although there were examples of girls/women who were depicted as weak at and/or disinterested in 

mathematics (e.g., Penny in The Big Bang Theory), it was encouraging to see several examples of girls and 

women who were portrayed as good at and/or interested in mathematics: Hermione in the Harry Potter book 

and movie series, Thea in the Geronimo Stilton book series, and Maddie in the Suite Life television series. 

These girls/women were not depicted in stereotypical ways, such as being socially awkward, unattractive to 

romantic partners, mentally ill, and/or obsessed with mathematics. Rather, they were socially adept and 

conventionally attractive. In one sense, having social skills along with mathematical ability could be seen as 

a challenge to the nerd stereotype. However, the feminine attributes and conventional beauty may also 

indicate a narrow standard to which girls and women must adhere, even with (or perhaps because of) their 

success in a field that continues to be portrayed as masculine. 

As mentioned, the characters depicted as aligning with the nerd stereotype, as well as being obsessed with 

mathematics, were all boys and men. We found no examples of boys or men who were depicted as being both 

cool and good at mathematics. These findings indicate little progress in the possibilities that are available as 

cultural scripts in popular media. Additionally, there were no examples of characters connected with 

mathematics whose genders were non-binary, which is indicative of a media landscape that lacks variety in 

gendered portrayals. Overall, although some indications of progress with regard to gendered portrayals in the 

media are present, several stereotypes continue to be perpetuated, suggesting narrowly defined ways to be a 

girl/woman or a boy/man, both in general and with regard to mathematics. 

Racialized portrayals 

Nearly all of the mathematicians in the media examined were depicted as White. Although this portrayal 

may indicate stereotypical views of mathematicians (e.g., as old, White men), it might also reflect the over-

representation of White individuals, especially men, in popular media (Rosenberg, 2013, 2015). The few 

racialized examples illustrated stereotypes about mathematical ability, as well as academic ability more 
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generally. For instance, in Phineas and Ferb, Baljeet is a young Indian boy who is portrayed as being very 

good at and obsessed with mathematics. 

The most blatant examples of racial stereotypes were found in Family Guy, which often features 

stereotypical, offensive portrayals of various groups of people, including racialized groups. Specifically, two 

examples from Family Guy draw on the “Asians are good at math” stereotype (Shah, 2019). In Hell Comes to 

Quahog (Season 5, Episode 3, 2006), Peter, the father, reflects on his time as a high school student, taking a 

standardized mathematics test. While other students pulled out their calculators for the test, Peter pulled out 

an Asian boy, set him on the desk, and said, “Come on—Do math!” while poking him with a pencil. This 

example not only depicts a stereotype about Asians being superior at mathematics; the human calculator and 

gender-related stereotypes discussed earlier are also highlighted. In another example (Foreign Affairs, Season 

9, Episode 17, 2011), stereotypes about Black and Asian people abound. In this episode, Peter home-schools 

his children, but hires teachers for mathematics and driver’s education. When a Black man and an Asian man 

arrive, Peter assumes that the former is the driving instructor and the latter the mathematics teacher, when, 

in fact, it is the reverse. This example reiterates stereotypes about Asians being good at mathematics and goes 

further, by stereotyping Black people as not good at mathematics. 

Other than the examples from Family Guy, there were few examples of people of colour depicted as 

mathematicians. Since White people are over-represented in the popular media, the “Whiteness” of these 

characters may relate to general issues of representation, rather than a stereotype of mathematicians as 

White. 

Summary 

Mathematics and mathematicians were depicted in the media in stereotypical ways, with a lack of 

mathematical portrayals in the examples that were analyzed. The mathematical content tended to be narrow 

in scope and often contained errors, even in simple mathematics. Additionally, mathematics was often depicted 

as irrelevant to the real world. Mathematicians were typically portrayed as being highly intelligent and/or 

human calculators, as well as being nerdy. Findings regarding gendered and racialized portrayals were mixed, 

as both stereotypical and alternative portrayals were present. However, these portrayals need to be considered 

in terms of the broader media landscape, in which narrow gendered and racialized portrayals abound. 

DISCUSSION 

Some aspects of this study connect with previous studies, but we have also taken a novel approach and 

added new perspectives. Our use of students’ questionnaire responses of media favourites was an innovative 

method of compiling a list of sources to search for portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians. Previous 

studies about popular media portrayals (e.g., Mendick et al., 2007; Morge, 2006) were guided by lists compiled 

by asking participants to name mathematics-related media examples. In contrast, our participants named the 

media sources that they frequented; thus, participants were actually exposed to the messages about 

mathematics and mathematicians that we analyzed. 

Although the methods used to locate mathematics-related examples in popular media differed between 

this and prior studies, there was a notable consistency in the findings, particularly regarding stereotypes 

about mathematicians: Mathematicians were depicted as highly intelligent, naturally gifted with their 

mathematical abilities, and nerdy (e.g., Mendick et al., 2008; Morge, 2006; Schoffer, 2002). As with previous 

studies (e.g., Darragh, 2017; Mendick et al., 2008), the nerdy portrayals were depicted by men/boys, whereas 

the women/girls were depicted in more “mainstream” ways (e.g., conventionally attractive, stereotypically 

feminine), which, as discussed, can be seen both positively and negatively. One key difference was that, in 

previous studies (e.g., Goff & Greenwald, 2007; Mendick, 2004), mathematicians were often depicted as 

mentally ill; no such portrayals were found in our analysis. However, a few characters were portrayed as 

obsessed with mathematics, which, in media examples in other studies, was sometimes blamed for mental 

illness. Additionally, in our dataset, girls and women were not shown in supporting roles mathematically. 

Furthermore, a focus on racialized identities was not prevalent in the previous studies on this topic (beyond 

the “old White guy” stereotype), whereas examples of racialized stereotypes about mathematicians were 

present in our dataset. 

Regarding portrayals of mathematics, the lack of mathematical examples, or invisibility of mathematics 

in popular culture, was a consistent finding with previous studies (e.g., Hall, 2020; Mendick et al., 2007). For 

instance, in Mendick and colleagues’ research, many participants could not list two examples of mathematics 
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in popular culture. Similarly, even with our focused method for selecting titles to analyze, there still were few 

mathematics-related examples. For Mendick and colleagues, portrayals of mathematics were mixed, with 

examples of beauty and utilitarianism present. In our study, there were no examples of mathematics as 

aesthetically appealing, and the utilitarianism aspects were not explicitly apparent to a viewer, particularly 

when the use of mathematics to solve problems was usually not explained (and thus linked to the “human 

calculator” and “select few” stereotypes). Mathematics was represented narrowly, focused on 

numbers/calculations and financial mathematics; the latter finding was not apparent in earlier studies. 

Additionally, in the previous studies, researchers did not focus on mathematical errors in the examples that 

were analyzed. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Many stereotypical portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians were found in our analysis of popular 

media consumed frequently by elementary students, which is concerning. In related studies (e.g., Morge, 2006; 

Moreau, Mendick, & Epstein, 2010), conducted with older students, stereotypical messages from the media 

were found to influence students’ views on an unconscious level. Mendick et al (2007) suggested that even 

when participants were aware of stereotypes, they “both used them and distanced themselves from them. 

However, they were unable to produce alternative ideas about mathematics and mathematicians because of 

the lack of these available within their experiences of school mathematics and popular culture.” (p. 19). 

Similarly, in the focus group interviews in our larger study (Hall, 2013), although the participants claimed not 

to adhere to stereotypes about mathematicians, there was some evidence to the contrary, such as a comment 

by a Grade 8 girl that “boys are supposed to be smarter” (when discussing a potential gender-role reversal on 

The Big Bang Theory) and a comment by a Grade 4 girl that “math teachers should wear geeky outfits” (when 

discussing a drawing of a teacher mathematician). These examples illustrate the pervasive nature of the 

stereotypical and often negative messages about mathematics and mathematicians that exist in popular media 

and broader society. Although the participants claimed, when asked directly, not to adhere to such stereotypes, 

such views were evidenced during the discussions of the media prompts. 

We conclude this article by considering next steps in terms of confronting these stereotypes. Not only are 

students exposed to such messages in the media, but these messages may also be reinforced by peers, teachers, 

and parents. People are not just consumers of media messages; they are also producers who can perpetuate 

stereotypes or use their agency to contest them (Comstock & Scharrer, 1999; Huntemann & Morgan, 2001). 

We suggest that work needs to be done to help students to become critical consumers so that they can challenge 

the stereotypes that are presented in media and thus produce different messages. The classroom should be 

considered as a place to contest such messages. Popular media are sometimes used by teachers to encourage 

students’ interest in mathematics, and examples of media-inspired activities for mathematics classes are often 

shared in practitioner journals. For instance, several mathematics activities inspired by the Harry Potter 

series and Hunger Games series have been published in the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’ 

practitioner journals (e.g., Bush & Karp, 2012; Howe, 2002; Russo & Russo, 2017). Additionally, several books 

have been published to support teachers in connecting students to popular media, such as Math, Culture, and 

Popular Media: Activities to Engage Middle School Students Through Film, Literature, and the Internet 

(Chappell & Thompson, 2009) and Teaching Mathematics Using Popular Culture: Strategies for Common Core 

Instruction from Film and Television (Reiser, 2015). 

Although it is encouraging to see resources related to teaching mathematics using popular media, we are 

concerned that the use of such resources may also inadvertently reinforce stereotypes about mathematics and 

mathematicians, if these ideas are not explicitly challenged in the classroom. As discussed, although we 

conceive of children as critical consumers of media, they may lack exposure to mathematicians and to 

mathematics outside of school, and thus may not readily develop alternate perspectives (Boaler, 2008; Picker 

& Berry, 2000, 2001). Hence, students may require support to become more critical consumers of popular 

media messages regarding mathematics and mathematicians. We encourage teachers to help students to 

develop more robust views of what mathematics is and what it means to be a mathematician. For instance, 

media portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians could be brought into mathematics classes and 

unpacked together (See Minas, 2018 for an example). As demonstrated by rich conversations in the focus group 

interviews in this study, as well as in Minas’ (2018) study, students are very capable of—and interested in—

critically discussing media portrayals of mathematics and mathematicians. Furthermore, exposure to non-

stereotypical media mathematicians (e.g., the titular character in Good Will Hunting) can help students to 

shift their perceptions about who can be a mathematician (Morge, 2007). Generally, using media examples of 
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mathematics and mathematicians in critical ways can help students to challenge negative, stereotypical 

portrayals and to enhance their own and society’s views of what it means to do mathematics (Mendick et al., 

2008; Morge, 2006). In so doing, we can help students to understand that mathematics is an exciting, varied 

field within which they may see themselves. 
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